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The needs of the customers in the mobility sector have been changing very fast in the last years
because the world we live in is changing (megacities are emerging: by 2030, 6 out of 10 people
will live in cities and for half of them, it will be a city of more than 1M inhabitants) but also
because the customers themselves are changing in the context of the digital revolution.
Overall, our ways of life are changing with digital: constant connectivity keeps people "always
on". And, as we have less time, as the time accelerates, we want greater convenience. The
population is getting older on one side, and on the other side, the Millennials are gaining more
and more share of voice… and buying power. Millennials have very different attitudes and
behaviours than the previous generations: they are addicted to technology and information,
hyper-connected, very mobile and less attached to material goods. They prefer renting versus
owning, and are very comfortable with sharing.
Thus, thanks to digital, passengers are now able to connect anytime, from everywhere to
anything, being empowered to make their own last-minute mobility decisions based on real-time
information enabled by computing power and smart phones. This has enabled breakthrough
mobility innovations. New business models have been created, for example Uber and Lyft. This
digital revolution has also mainly enabled the development of the sharing and use economy (vs.
ownership economy) with new real-time demand-driven services invading mobility (e.g., ride/
car-sharing).
The digital revolution led to big changes indeed in habits and also in people expectations. Riders
can now compare; gauge metro against bike, car against tram. They are less and less captive and
have become more demanding. In terms of user’s experience, their standard is higher, for real
time information for example. And technology has made it simple to share, which is very often
much cheaper than to own. This has lead to the development of many car sharing and ride
sharing services. And this new solutions are not only cheap, but trendy. Sharing is cool and
sustainable.
This overall context and this digital revolution in society impacts the business of Transdev and
creates an urgent need to offer new services, invest in technology, and find new ways to get in
touch with all customers and build relationships. The ability to analyze massive amounts of data,
coming from billions of connected devices of customers, what we call Big Data is key.
New ways to communicate and interact with our passengers are being been developed, for
example with real time information, social media and digital CRM. New types of data are
leveraged to better design and operate a whole range of services. We mentioned car sharing, car
pooling, technology network companies like Uber and Lyft, there is also bike sharing, parking
sharing, airport valley and rental services, and others.
Transdev is part of on demand business but its core business is transit and rail, which could
appear as more protected. But there are signs that it is also under threat of disruption also. As an
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example, after taxis, Uber began to group people with Uber Pool and now UberHop : there are
fixed routes. People gather to the starting point, a car comes, and they all go to the final
destination.
The good side of this disruption, thanks to digital, is the fact that new competitors developing
very quickly are disrupting our business but are also helping to increase the market size and they
have raised the bar for service.
They have set a new standard for what is expected from technology and service. It pushes
customers to get out of their cars and ride other type of transportations we can benefit from.
Transdev, as an operator, wants to be part of this new digital world and develops new services,
leveraging digital and technology. For example, in Washington DC in 2015, Transdev has
launched Split, a shared-ride startup, changing the way Washingtonians move around their city by
offering affordable, convenient on-demand transportation, by using a sophisticated algorithm to
match multiple passengers headed in the same direction, allowing them to share a split vehicle on
the way, saving them money (rides cost half the price of a taxicab) , and resulting in higher
income for the drivers. With thousands of users riding thousands of times per week, Split is
pushing the reality on transportation in modern metropolitan areas.
To be able to launch those new services and be a key actor in big data, Transdev needs to be able
to attract the right competencies on the market and to create new jobs internally. As an example,
we have currently launched the Transdev Digital Factory for disruptive new services. Different
profiles than those recruited in the past are joining Transdev, coming from start-ups with
different compensation packages, different culture….a challenge for HR teams to integrate those
new people in our group.
Moreover, Digital is leveraged by Transdev not only to build external mobility services as
explained above but also to enhance operational performance. Transdev gather today 83000
people in 19 countries, out of which 65% are drivers. We are currently conducting different pilots
on connected driver application, which gives the driver access to his schedule, and enables them
to change of services with colleagues at any time. We know that making it easy for them to
change services is key to lower absenteeism. It is also a good way to stay connected with them,
share information on the group for those employees who are often far away from the office, on
the road.
To finish with, what about Autonomous Vehicles? It is not anymore a question of if but when
autonomous vehicles will hit the road. We project that sales of autonomous cars are expected to
spur to 7M vehicles in 2025, and to reach 95M vehicles as soon as 2035. Of course the impact for
the mobility industry could be enormous. Let’s imagine for cities if we have a robot taxi
revolution happening, with self-driving fleets transporting passengers who share an autonomous
cab, are picked up and dropped off along the way: this would mean a radically different urban
mobility. And that would mean a radically different workforce. 65% of drivers out of 83,000
Transdev employees…a people business directly impacted by digital and technological revolution.
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